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FOREWORD 

The ELF electric-field probe described In this memorandum 

was developed at the direction of the Sanguine Division of the 

Naval Electronic Systems Command, which Is responsible for the 

management of the Sanguine Program. 

The probe was designed by Mr. A. R. Valentino with aid from 

Mr. J. Goode on the experimental work. The probe was fabricated 

by Mr. R. HeideImeler. 

Respectfully submitted, 

IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

Qj^imAt^o 
A.  R.  Valentino 
Research Engineer 

APPROVED BY: 

4 a Mi^. 
D.  A.  Miller 
Program Manager 
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A SMALL ELF ELECTRIC FIELD PROBE 

Abstract 

The design and development of a probe for measuring electric 

fields at extremely low frequencies Is described. The probe Is 

spherically shaped and relatively small (6.3 cm In diameter) and 

uses a fiber-optic readout so as not to unnecessarily disturb the 

measured electric field. The probe Is capable of measuring fields 

between 10 mv/meter and 100 volts/meter. Problems encountered In 

the design and packaging of the probe and operational data for 

the probe are presented. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this memo Is to describe the design and 

development of a probe for roeacurlng the electric field In air 

at extremely low frequencies (20-200 Hz). The primary applica- 

tion for this probe Is that of mapping the electric field In 

certain electric-field simulators used for biological research. 

The fact that the probe Is to be used to map the electric field 

over small volumes (e.g.. 2x2x2 meters and smaller) requires 

that It be small by comparison. 

A secondary application for the probe Is that of measuring 

and mapping the ambient 60-Hz electric field. The small size 

of the probe will allow It to be used to seek out regions of 

high electric field. 

It Is of Interest to measure field levels as low as 10 mv/ 

meter and In order to properly map the field In an electrlc- 

fleld simulator or other regions of Interest, a dynamic range 

of at least 40 dB is desired. Since certain of the simulators 

are operated at 10 volts/meter, it was decided that a probe 

which could measure fields between 10 mv/meter and 100 v/m was 

what was desired. 
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2.   SYSTEM DESIGN 

Since It is required that extremely low frequencies 

(20-200 Hz) be measured with a very small probe, the output 

impedance of the probe can be expected to be very high and its 

open-circuit voltage very low. Therefore, the plan must be to 

follow the probe with a high-input impeöance, voltage-amplifier 

stage. This stage can also be used to provide the variable 

gain necessary to achieve the desired dynamic range. 

The electric field to be measured must not be perturbed 

any more than is recessary.  For this reason, the use of metal- 

lie cable to carry the measured information from the probe to 

the receiver Is undesireable. A fiber-optic light-guide system 

is selected to provide this link.  It is anticipated that a 

buffer, in the form of a power amplifier, will be required be- 

tween the voltage-amplifier stage and the light source. 

The receiver will consist of a light-sensitive diode fol- 

lowed by an amplifier, the output of which may be monitored by 

a laboratory oscilloscope or voltmeter. 

A block diagram of this system 1^ shown in Fig. 1. 
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3.   COMPONENT SELECTION OR DESIGN 

3.1 Probe 

The two primary requirements for the probe are conflicting. 
First,  it is important that the probe be small so that it can be 
used to map electric fields.     In this way the probe can be used 
to evaluate the uniformity of the electric  field In certain 
simulators.     Second, the sensitivity of the probe will  Increase 
with its size and for this reason It  Is Important that  the probe 

be as  large as possible. 

In order to avoid unnecessary distortion of the electric 
field to be measured,  It was decided to place the electronics 
Inside of the probe.    Therefore, the probe should provide a 
large  Internal volume. 

The shape chosen for the probe  is that of a sphere  for the 
following reasons: 

1) for a given maximum dlmenslcm the  sphere provides 
the  largest  internal  volume,  and 

2) the behavior of  the   spherical  shape  in an electric 
field can be analyzed   (see Appendix A)  providing 
theoretical understanding for the operation of the 

probe. 

3.2    High-Input-Impedance Voltage Amplifier 

The diagram and equations  in Fig.  2 show how a high-gain 
amplifier and a variable-feedback resistor might be employed  to 
provide the required variable voltage-ampllflcatlon stage.    How- 
ever,  since the source which will drive this stage Is a small, 
low-frequency electric  field probe,   the source Impedance, Zs, 
will be a very large, capacltive reactance   (see Appendix A). 
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n.a0o V  will be the probe's open 
Ku.the^e. "'^f^; £ aeflnitlon as Che pro- 

clrcuit ^"J V> f f ^ ^ ef/ectlve length (.e££) of 
duct of the electric flew ^ order of the 
Che probe.  Since we expect <,e££ to _  It has, 

„alus of the sphere. ^^^et ^e Llfl ura^ presen- 
In fact, been shovn experimentally tnac 
ted and analyzed In Fig. 2 Is Inadequate. 

,, »wo Is circumvented by employing a 
The problem discussed ab°ve f ^     whlch provides two 

co.mnerclally available operational ^""^ * J ls analyzed 
separate Inputs. The operation of -ch " "^ o£ the 

in Fig. 3.  Note that If the Input ^^W ™ the  ratlo 

Same order of magnitude as the -^"^^Vll ratio s^y 
of V to V. will be adequate. Note also, that this       y 

0    \\ A  >,„ varvlne the feedback Impedance, Z£1. The mag be controlled by vary ng th   ^^ ^^    ^ 

rnegatlv^f^U provides stability and prevents spurious 

oscillation. 
.   v of the specification sheet for the amplifier chosen 
A copy of the speci m amplifier was 

for this purpose Is presented as Fig. *• ™   *   draln. 
chosen for its high input Impedance and its low powe 

A difficulty which is countered ^nfeealng an a^lfier 

1      of this type from a capacitlve -«" ^"^ '   d. Under 

path exists between the ^^^t Z  allowed to 
this condition the proper input blas curren ^ ^^ 

'      now and the amplifier does not func io- Tbi P    ^ ^ > 

I      by providing a dc path from the -^ ^ "J  as posslble so 
1      the resistance of this path must be .»de as large   P 

4o ««^ loaded down unnecessarily,  tor 
,       that the source is not \0*ded * resistor was adequate. 

I      fier used here, i7-/OUn;jh/;/tr Capacitance internal to 
Additional source loading due to stray  P 
the sphere will swamp this resistance. 
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3 3 LlghtJSmittinS Stage 

T'  Arm  transmit the measured information from the 
In order to transmit tn        ^m- cable, a fiber- 

v« ^o f-hP receiver without using metallic caoie, « 
probe to the receiver liKht-emitting source is a 
optic light guide is used. T^e ^fte \ the spe. 
Gallium Arsenide electroluminescent diode  A copy 

cification sheet for this diode is ^^^^'^  are 
primary requirements for the drive circuit for this 

that: 
X) it provide a buffer between the -lively high 

output impedance operational amplifier, and 

2) it provide adequate forward bias current for the 

LED without undue battery drain. 

*    J    Aon  for the drive circuit is shown in Fig. 6. The circuit design for tne anve 

3 4 r.iflgs-Fiber Light Guide 

in this system. 

3.5 Receiver 
-4,™ nf this system employs a light sensi- 

The receiver porHon of this sysce     anm1 mer  These 
tive diode followed by a high-input-impedance ^^'    ^ 
L.j.vc uj. Q^K4t-rartlv and based on tneir 
components were chosen " ^/^/^ are presented as 
availability. The specifications of ^ for the 
Appendix B. Appendix C presents the specitic 

amplifier. 

3.6 Batteries 
the „ini»» re^ulre-nencs for the electrlc-fteld-p.obe bat- 

teries were determined as: 
1) they deliver both positive and negative 5v ± 10% at 

4 ma for approximately four hours, and 
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Fig. 5 LED SPECIFICATION SHE^T^^
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SOLID STATE LAMPS iNauo«
•44U9- 4413. 
-4418, 4444

: Nl ATlV: L/AlA ■ j jN J

FEATURES
• Easily Panel Mountable
» High Brightness Over a Wide 

Viewing Angle
• Rugged Construction lor Eaee 

Ol Handling
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Centers
• IC Compatible/Low Power 

Consumption
• Long Life
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5012 4415 
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bESCH.pTioM
The S0t2-4403. -4415. -4440 and -4444 are plastic 

encapsulated Gallium Arsenide Phosphide Light Emit- 
'iiiig D.udea They radiate light to the iianumett'i 
(red light) region

The S0S2-4403 Mid -4415 are LEDs with a red dit- 
fused plastic lens, providing high visibility lor circuit 
board or panel mounting with a dip.

Both LEDs are designed lor low power consumption, 
thus applicable lor use in mobile and portable equip
ment.

The 5042-4440 and -4444 are economically priced 
LEDs with a red diffused plastic lens, providing a wide 
viewing angle lor circuit board or panel mounlir 3 with 
clip. Both LEDs are designed for circuit stai is and 
other light indicating functions

The 5002-4415 and -4444 have the added feature ol 
a 90 lead bend for edge mounting on circuit boards.

MAXlMUiV BAVIU3S 125"C)
DC Power Dissipation ........... 100 mW

DC Forward Current 50 mA

Peak Forward Current 1 Amp
(1 .sec pulse width, 300 pps)

Isolation Voltage (between lead and case) 300 V

Operating and Storage 
Temperature Range

Lead Soldering Temperature

L5 C to * too C 

230- C tor 7 sec

ELECTRIC^^L CHaRACTI-RiSTICS

SysMsl PariMlwt
Mm.

SM24403
SW244t5

Tl» Mai MM T» Mai
Units Tail CaMitMst

1

V

Luminous
Intensity

Wavelength
0.8
640

t 2 
655 670

03
640

0 7 
655 670

med
nm

1, 20 mA
Measurement at Peak

r. Speed of 
Response to to ns

C Capacitance 200 200 PF

•iC Thermal
Resistance 270 270 O^/W Junction to Cathode Lead

V. Forward
Voltage 1.6 2.0 t.6 2.0 V 1, 20 mA

BV, Reverse Break
down Voltage 3 4 3 4 V 1, ^ 10 ,J<

1
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2) they be small enough so as not to limit the utility 

of the probe. 

Specifications for the NiCad batteries chosen for the ap- 

plication are presented as Fig. 8. 

3.7 Summary 

As a summary to this  section and a prelude to the follow- 
ing discussions of packaging and operation of the probe system, 
Fig.  9 presents a  schematic diagram of the  system. 
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Individual cells available with solder lugs or snap on terminals   (Refer to Button Cell Battery Bulletin) 
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4.  PACKAGING 

Since we require a small probe which must enclose electronics 

and batteries, the internal layout and packaging becomes an impor- 

tant and critical task. The probe package will be described here 

through a series of photographs. 

Figure 10 shows the complete system. That is, the spherical 

probe, the light guide, and the receiver package. Figure 11 

shows one view of the layout of the electronics internal to the 

probe and identifies the visible components. Figure 12 is a 

view of the other side.  Figure 13 shows the inside of the re- 

ceiver package and identifies some of the components. 

As shown in Fig. 9, one probe hemisphere is connected to 

circuit ground and the other to the positive input of the ampli- 

fier. The hemisphere chosen to be connected to the positive in- 

put is the one whicl covers the batteries; (i.e., that side shown 

in Fig. 12). It was found that if the positive input were connec- 

ted to the other hemisphere (i.e., that which covers the side 

shown in Fig. 11), the circuit was unstable and oscillated. This 

is due to the capacitive coupling between the output and the 

positive input by the hemisphere. By connecting the hemisphere 

which covers the batteries to the positive input, this problem 

was avoided. 

The problem of stability described above is critically de- 

pendent on the physical layout of the circuit.  Based on the 

experience obtained in packaging this probe, it is recommended 

that in the design of the physical circuit layout for a probe 

of this type, care should be taken to separate the output cir- 

cuit from the high-impedance input to the amplifier. A shield- 

ing compartment enclosing the output circuitry would probably 

increase the circuit stability. 

MT RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
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5.  OPERATIONAL DATA 

The voltage-amplifier stage has been provided with five dif- 

ferent feedback resistors and, therefore, five different range 

settings.  In each range the minimum electric field which can 

be measured is determined by the signal-to-noise ratio at the 

input to the receiver. The maximum signal which can be handled 

is determined by the linearity of the LED and therefore its bias 

current.  Figure 14 presents the calibration curves for each of 

the five ranges at 60 Hz. The calibration was performed by 

placing the probe in a known electric field established between 

one-meter-by-one-meter parallel plates separated by 30 cm.  Note 

that the probe can measure electric fields as small as 10 mv/ 

meter and as large as 100 volts/meter.  Of course, the probe 

could be made to measure much larger fields simply by loading 

it down at the input to he voltage-amplifier stage. 

In Fig. 14, a reference voltage  is given for each of the 

five calibration curves.  By applying the given input voltage 

directly across the probe and then adjusting the receiver gain 

to obtain the reference voltage at the receiver output, one can 

be assured that the calibration curve is valid and that minor 

drifting due, for example, to battery drain has been compensated, 

A convenient jig has been fabricated so that the voltage may be 

applied with ease. 

5.1  Frequency Response 

Figure 15 presents the frequency response for each of the 

five ranges.  The roll-off at the low end is due to the very 

high, capacitive source impedance.  For this 6.3-cm diameter 

I      probe, the source capacitance is about 3 pf which represents a 

900M H reactance at 60 Hz. The equivalent-source circuit for 

I this probe is derived in Appendix A. At the high end the roll- 

off is due to the limited frequency response of the voltage am- 

plifier as it is configured and packaged. I 
I 
I 
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5.2 Battery Life 

The probe may be operated for approximately four hours with- 

out need for a change In batteries. Periodic spot checks of the 

reference voltage using the calibrator are required. 
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6.   CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Details In the design of a small ELF probe have been pre- 

sented. The probe can measure electric fields from 10 mv/meter 

to 100 volts/meter in the 20-1000 Hz range.  It has been used 

successfully to survey the electric field environment in and 

near a private dwelling and to measure the electric field near 

small electrical appliances. A memo describing a survey of this 

type is presented as Appendix D. 

Based on the experience gained in the design and packaging 

of this probe, it is recommended that the following be considered 

in any probe design of this type. 

1) Provision should be made for additional battery 

and/or electronic circuitry to provide a constant 

LED bias current over a longer time period. 

2) The positive input to the operational amplifier 

must be carefully Isolated from the output cir- 

cuitry to provide stable operation. A shielding 

compartment for the output circuitry is recommended. 

3) A smaller switch should be used.  Five operating 

ranges are not necessary, and a smaller switch 

would probably reduce the input-to-output coupling. 
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APPENDIX A 

ANALYSIS OF SMALL SPHERICAL PROBE 

I 
I 
I 
I Two equivalent circuit representations for a small (largest 

dimension much less than one-tenth of a wavelength) antenna are 

I       shown in Fig. A-l.  For our case, that of a small spherical probe, 

the short-circuit current, Isc, may be determined by considering 

•       a solid metallic sphere immersed in a uniform electric field and 

R       computing the total current passing through a plane perpendicular 

to the field and cutting the equator of the sphere.  This is done 

by solving the static-field problem for the total charge, Q, in- 

duced on the surface of the sphere and taking the current for low 

frequencies to be jcuQ (quasi-static solution). The result of 
this calculation is: 

Isc " ^  (37ra2) eoE 

where 

Igc - the short circuit current 

(a - Z-rrf 

f ■ frequency 

I               eo " VÄCUUm permittivity 

E - the electric field 

a - radius of the sphere. 

j The probe capacitance, Ca, is found by computing the total 

charge, Q, on one hemisphere using the model shown in Fig. A-2. 
The result is 

"odd J 
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V  - applied voltage difference 
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where Pn is the Legendre Function of the first kind, 

Mx) 

Wx) 

1 

x 

2n+l 

and 
Tffr ^ pn« - sSr p„-i<*) 

sin 6  . 

Sample numerical results are: 

0.01 

0.025 

0.1 

Ca/7reoa 

3.6 

3.0     (x - 0.025  for the probe described 
in this memo) 

2.1 

Note that, given I8c and Ca, we may compute le{{ as  follows: 

Ja)CaEteff    -    I. 
sc 

jcoC^E le{{    -    jcü37ra2eoE 

37ra2e 

'eff 

The capacitance, Cg,  is the shunt capacitance.    C    is de- 
termined by the packaging of the electronics  internal to the 
sphere and must be obtained expe rimer tally. 
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CONMhUi'TloN

Type l(K)6 IS fiillv encapsulated 
as a solid epoxy block, for comp'etc 
mechanical proieclion under the 
most adverse conditions of 
vibration, acceleration, and other 
environmental hazards. Ibis also 
insures almost completely 
isothermal operation of the 
internal components, as a further 
aid toward superior stability.
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CONNECTIONS

Pin spacing is laid out for standard 
0.1" printed circuit hi.ard hole 
spacing. Pin connectioi s are as 
shown above, looking toward the 
pins.

HI CJe»!>tNf

The low 50 pA max bias current 
rating makes bias current correction 
unnecessary for most practical 
applications. Use of a FET trans
istor input circuit nut only provides 
a low bias current, but also 
contributes a high input im
pedance. rated at lo' ' 12 for both 
common-mode and diflerential 
input ctreuits.

i>i I ,xl f '/fU I -.;,t

Ofiset voltage o rated at I mV 
max. with a temperature co
efficient of 5li/jV '‘’(' max. This 
voltage may be nulled with an 
external I .(HK) il potontionieter 
connected to trim termin.ils pro
vided on the ampliliei.

This potentiometer trim is optional 
lor many applications, when the 
small ofiset voltage may be neglected. 
No external short i> required when 
omitting the external trim circuit.

SUPPLY POWER

Type l(K)6 will operate normally 
at any supply voltage in the range 
from V :V lo + 16V. A power 
supply of + J.7V is recommended 
for micropower applications. At 
this supply voltage, the no-signal 
current is not more than 700 pA.
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APPENDIX D 

SURVEY OF ELECTRIC FIELDS 
IN AND NEAR A PRIVATE DWELLING 
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DATE: 6 March 1972 

T0: PME 117-21 

FROM- A.  R. Valentino      XC   Voi^^r, 
t of Electric  Fields  In and Near a Private belling 

SUBJECT:    Survey of Electric 

,  N     TITR1 Memorandun, to PME  117-21.  "A Comparison 
REFERENCES:     (a)     UTRl Memorana Masnetlc   Fields  to Those 

of  SANGUINE Electric ana Magnetic 
Hue to an Electric Blanket." 9 February 1972. 

►«  PMV  117-21.  "Estimate of 
(b)    UTRt Memorandum " "* "'  ^re  to SANCl,INE 

3o<Jv Current Flow Due to Exposure 
Electric  Field." 8 February  1972. 

.       f ,-1,. M-Hz electric   field  In and near a private 
A survev «a. made "[^^^ 80rae  lndlc,tlon of the eiec- 

dwelllng.    This  survev was made to provl comparison 
trie  field envlron«nt which exls .  In the "«"^ A 

with the electric  field which would he du    to a SAN« Y 

sm.U. .Pherlca!   (6 cm ^^^      ^Xrll fiber optic  U.ht 
was used to make these measurements.    ^ ^ fleld l8 not 

guide to carrv the measured signal so that the measured 

distorted by metallic cables. 

- data obtained  Is  ^If^^TTZ Z^l 
is a collection of measurements of the ^ect" u an lndlc,tlon 
and directly attributed to their operation.     The ™^ 

of the a^lent electric fleld Uvel In a *™ ''"'J^l (or opera. 

Held «asured at the center ^^/^t^of Irlnts Je un- 
ting electrical appliances.    The third is 

der power lines. 
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6 March 1972 

To:  PME 117-21 

T.bU 1 pre.ents the «..ure^ent. «.de near eppllance.. The elec- 

tric £1.10 in the vicinity of an electrical appliance ^ « ^ ' 

aua^er of factor.. A^ong the™ are: the size and shape of ""•«'• 

the «anner In which It Is wired, the «etalllc structures -"°™"n*  ' 

which of the two possible ways the plug Is Inserted Into the P°-'- 

let, and whether the appliance is switched on or off. ^«"7""" 
„ere made with the appliance In It, nors«! operating location and. when 

appropriate. «ea,ures«nts were «ade for the four conblnatlons of on-off 

switch and plug reversal. The nu^ers presented in ^'"T8" '^ 
the maximum «easurenent made tor these four conditions. Table 1 presents 

a measure.«« of the electric field at s distance of 30 en, from the 

appliance. 

Tbe electric field was measured at the center of each room In 

the home and remote from electric appliances to provide a measure of 

the ambient field.  The results are listed In Table 2. 

Measurements of the vertical electric fields under power lines 

are listed In Table 3. 

There Is an Important difference between the high Impedance elec- 

tric fields measured In this survey and that which would be produced by 

a SANGUINE system.  That Is. the SANGUINE field (0.07 volts/meter 

nominal maximum) will exist within the conductive earth. A person 

making good contact with the earth could experience more body current 

flow, for a given electric field, in the case where the field exists 

In the earth and provides a potential difference between his two feet. 

Discussions of this effect may be found In References (a) and (b).  How- 

ever, It has been estimated (Ref. (a) and (b)) that the body currents 

for a person In a high Impedance electric field of about 100 volt./meter 

may be comparable to or even greater than those for a person standing 

near a SANGUINE antenna Installation. 

DISTRIBUTION:  DAMlller 
MMAbromavage 
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Table I    60-Hz Electric Fields In the Vicinity of Electrical Appliances 

(The rneasurements were made at a distance of 30 cm 
from the appliance) 

ELECTRIC FIELD 
APPLUNCE (volts/meter) 

Electric Range ^ 

Toaster A0 

Electric Blanket 250 

Iron 60 

Broiler 130 

Hair Dryer 40 

Vaporizer 40 

Refrigerator 60 

Color TV 30 

Stereo 90 

Coffee Pot 30 

Vacuum Cleaner 16 

Clock Radio 15 

Hand Mixer 50 

Incandescent Light Bulb 2 
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T.ble 2    60-H. EXectric «eias^^e Cent« ot V.rlou. Roc«. In . 

R00M F-FTELD (volta/meter) 

~ 3 3 
Living Room 

Kitchen 

Bedroom 

Bedroom 

Bedroom 

Dining Room 

Bathroom 

Bathroom 

Laundry Room 

Hallway 

43 

2.6 

7.8 

5.r> 

2.4 

0.9 

1.5 

1.2 

0.8 

13.0 



Table 3 60-Hz Vertical Electric Fields under Power Lines 

(Fields measured four feet from ground level) 

Dnurii ITMIT ELECTRIC FIELD 
POWER LINE (volts/meter) 

33 kv high-voltage line l40 

7.2 kv single-phase distribution line 80 

7.2 kv two-phase distribution line 21 

Home service drop 
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